
Well, here’s to 14 amazing
years of running WON
BASS events here at

Western Outdoor News. One
might think after doing some-
thing for so long, you might 
lose the passion and drive for
doing something repeatedly,
but that couldn’t be further
from the truth.  

Every year I look forward to
the many tasks associated with
putting a season together,
preparing for months to bring
the best of WON BASS to our
anglers and loyal sponsors.
Some say, that if you are doing
what you love then it’s truly not
work, and that is for sure the
case here! Over the past 13 years
I have met and fostered some
awesome friendships with the
most amazing people running
the WON BASS circuit. Many of
whom have become lifelong
friends, which is exactly what
our events are all about.  

Our unique shared-weight
events are just one part of what
makes our events the best and
most enjoyable to fish. WON
BASS has been the only bass
fishing tournament platform
that has outlasted the rest.
There are countless professional
bass anglers who have cut their
teeth over the years at WON
BASS events and have achieved
their dreams through our plat-
form of fishing for a living and
for a lifestyle.  There is no other
circuit in the West that has the
payouts and high-profile spon-
sors that we have.  

We pride ourselves on run-
ning the smoothest and most
flawless events possible to better
enhance the experience our cus-
tomers receive at our events.  

The 2023 season couldn’t
have played out any better with
the dates and times of year we
are hitting the water. The Ari-
zona Open is two weeks later
than it was in the past four
years and will most definitely

see an improvement in the fish-
ing due to pre-spawn activities
during that time of year.  The
second-annual Laughlin Open
is scheduled for the perfect time
of year, as fish will be in a post
spawn pattern and most likely
be targeted in the shallower wa-
ters. Just look at the weights we
had last year in March, and you
will see what I am talking about.

The California Open returns
to its origin, the world class bass
fishery of Clear Lake in the be-
ginning of June, which is when
the first three California Opens

were run. Everyone is going to
be catching bass in any manner
they choose during a summer
event like this at Clear Lake. 

Finally, we will be ending the
2023 season and Angler-of-the-
Year points race at the 41st an-
niversary U.S. Open at Lake Mo-
have in October, where Josh
Bertrand and a few anglers dou-
bled the total winning weight of
a typical Lake Mead U.S. Open
last year.  If you happened to
fish the 2022 U.S. Open, then
you know first-hand how amaz-
ing it was, and how the LTC and

Laughlin Tourism partners and
Katherine Landing extended
their arms to all our anglers at
the event.  The 2023 U.S. Open
is sure to once again be the
“can’t miss” event of the year,
with many touring pro’s mak-
ing the trip to compete with our
Western Pro’s.  We look forward 
to kicking the season off in 
February at Lake Havasu and
producing the highest-level
events for our anglers and spon-
sors.  Don’t miss the boat!  

Get signed up today at 
www.wonbass.com

Preparing for the 2023 WON BASS season

BILLY EGAN
WON BASS Tournament Director
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Monday, February 20, 2023
Early-Bird Check-In/Registration – 2 p.m. – 6 p.m.

Location
Windsor Park Ramp Gazebo

Tuesday, February 21, 2023
Check-In/Registration – 2 p.m. – 6 p.m.
Mandatory Meeting – 6 p.m. – 6 p.m.

Partner Pairing Via Text – 6 p.m.
Location

Anderson Toyota – 6510 Showplace Ave

Wed-Thu-Fri February 22, 23, 24, 2023
Boat Inspection/Partner Pick-Up begins at 4 a.m.
National Anthem – morning prayer – 6:15 a.m.

Single file boat launch – 6:30 a.m.
Live weigh-In 2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Daily

Awards presentation Friday February 24 – 6:30 p.m.
Location

Windsor Park Launch Ramp
Spectator support is outstanding at the Arizona Open in particular, and they are 

encouraged to attend the weigh-ins, awards presentation and even the boat launch!
ANDERSON TOYOTA in Lake Havasu City is a long time WON part-
ner and the location of the Arizona Open Check-In/Registration.

When… February 22 – 24
Where… Windsor Beach, Lake Havasu City, Ariz.

Entry Deadline – February 17
Pro Entry – $1,000
AAA Entry – $400

Balance Due – February 10
All Times MST

2023 Arizona Open at Lake Havasu

Bridgford in
the Boat a
part of all
2023 WON

BASS events
Win a free entry in 2024

for you and your partner!
The very popular Bridgford in
the Boat promotion returned to
WON BASS at the milestone
2022 U.S. Open, and it will re-
main a part of every 2023 WON
BASS open event in 2023. 

Anglers winning the promotion
will earn free entry to the corre-
sponding WON BASS tourna-
ment in 2024. All anglers have to
do is show up ready to fish with
some Bridgford product and
proof of purchase in tow.

“It was terrific to bring Bridg-
ford back at the prestigious U.S.
Open,” said Baron Bridgford Jr.
“My grandfather, Hugh Bridg-
ford, founded our company
nearly 85 years ago and we’ve
thrived because of attention to
detail, patience and a commit-
ment to quality and craftsman-
ship. These same qualities carry
over to fishing, and that’s why
we’ve enjoyed our commitment
to professional fishing and WON
BASS, and the millions of anglers
in the United States so much.”

Bridgford Foods and WON
Bass will be randomly drawing a
team at each of the four WON
BASS Open events in 2023.  Dur-
ing the weigh-ins at each event,
a random team will be chosen to
provide proof of purchase (with-
in 30 days of each event) of any
Bridgford brand product while
coming across the live broadcast
stage, if that team has proof of
purchase and product in hand,
then Bridgford Foods will be
paying that teams entry fee into
that event in 2024 as a Pro and
AAA angler. 

If only one of the randomly-
chosen team members wins,
then we will chose another ran-
dom team for Day 2 or Day 3 
until we have both a Pro and
AAA winner.



BY MIKE STEVENS 
WON Staff Writer 

LAKE HAVASU CITY – A 2023
Bass Cat Sabre FTD paired with a
Mercury 150 Pro XS valued at
right around $42,000 stands as
the prize boat that will be pulled
home by the Arizona Open
champion. This ready-to-fish rig
comes complete with a pair of
electronic units, trolling motor,
starting battery and trailer.

Bass Cat Sabres are well
known as versatile fishing plat-
forms with a ton of features
thoughtfully built into a com-
pact and efficient package that
tournament veterans and week-
end warriors alike appreciate.
Every WON BASS Open event
features a Bass Cat boat in the
winner’s circle, and that’s been
the case for every Arizona
Open. The Sabre FTD is an ideal
representation of a 
smartly-built, feature-packed 
tournament fishing rig.

The Bass Cat Sabre FTD
sports high marks in perform-
ance and fuel economy, and its
smaller footprint delivers the
ability to attack everything
from open water on big western
lakes to skinny backwaters that
can make all the difference
when competing at the highest
levels. The team at Bass Cat also
takes a lot of pride in offering
Sabre FTDs with much of the
same engineering that goes into
their premium products.

The Sabre FTD’s 18’1” length
with 93 inches of width accom-
modates bass anglers of any lev-
el looking for a well-thought-
out boat capable of taking on
world-class reservoirs to smaller,
local watersheds. Despite the
compact design, Sabre FTDs car-
ry many of the common
strengths and construction
techniques found across Bass
Cat’s entire family of universal-
ly-respected bass boats. 

Narrow gunnels help create a
wide front deck, and huge stor-
age areas keep everything neat-
ly stowed and close at hand.
Other standard features include
a recessed trolling motor foot-
pedal basin, dual tier rod-stor-
age box (nine tubes with shelf
storage), high-capacity divided
livewells and a front deck step
cooler with a sandwich tray. 

The Bass Cat Sabre FTD packs
a 33-gallon fuel capacity, insu-
lated ice chests, insulated deck
lids, a padded front deck, 24-
ounce carpet, a 1,000 gph auto-
matic bilge pump, dual USB
ports and a 12-volt receptacle
on the dash, and that’s just
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Utility ATVs are recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. All atv riders should take a training course and read their owner’s manual thoroughly. Multi-purpose utility vehicles can be hazardous to operate. SXS' are only for drivers 16
years and older. Driver and passenger must be tall enough for seat belt to fit properly and to brace themselves with both feet firmly on the floor. Passenger must be able to grasp the handhold. Never drive with more than one passenger. Always
wear your seat belt, and keep the side nets and doors closed. All MUV users should watch the safety video “multipurpose utility vehicles: a guide to safe operation” and read the owner’s manual before operating the vehicle. For both types of
vehicles, always wear a helmet, eye protection and appropriate clothing. Avoid excessive speeds, and be careful on difficult terrain. For your safety be responsible. Never drive under the influence of drugs or alcohol, or on public roads. Respect
the environment when driving. Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol, and never use the street as a racetrack. Obey the law and read the owner’s manual thoroughly.

www.hbhonda.com
714-842-5533

1.20.23

We carry the largest selection of new and used 
Honda ATV’s, Honda Motorcycles and UTV’s in SoCal

Whatever Honda 
Motorsports

Vehicle You Want,
We Can Get It!

17555 Beach Blvd
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

A BASS CAT SABRE FTD packing a Mercury 150 Pro XS stands as
the WON BASS Arizona Open prize boat. 

BASS CAT continues its rock-solid partnership with WON BASS. 

Bass Cat delivers Mercury-
powered Sabre FTD to Havasu 
as Arizona Open prize boat

jumping around and touching on the laundry-list of features. 
To take a full tour of the Sabre FTD and all Bass Cat Boats, 

visit BassCat.com



Joe Uribe Jr. (2022)
On Lake Havasu’s uniqueness…
It’s a phenominal fishery and one of the top 10 lakes out west. It has smallmouth and largemouth, and one thing that really makes it unique is

the department of game and fish does a great job of maintaining the lake with man-made structure. They do that on an annual basis: brush piles,
cages, pipes and tubes for many different species like catfish, baitfish, bluegill and redear. It’s a very healthy fishery. Also, a river flows into it, so
anglers can go up north and fish shallow tributaries and backwaters with a lot of tules, wood and current. Or, they can stay in the main body where
the Arizona side is more shallow, sandy and grassy, while the California side has lava rock, steeper banks and bluffs. 

On the wild card that is late winter/early spring…
It’s all dictated by weather and what we are experiencing that particular season. The end of February is typically pre-spawn and fish start staging.

If it gets warm, the fish will move up shallower faster, and we can get into post-spawn smallmouth that typically spawn before the largemouth. 
Advice for a Arizona Open

rookie…
Expect quality fish because

they’re going to be biggest that time
of year after heavily feeding in pre-
spawn. The lake does get pressured,
and those fish have a lot of places
to hide when they feel it, and they
can be hard to find. 

On how his Arizona Open
plan will be a game-time 
decision…

I won’t know until the tourna-
ment starts. The last few years I
haven’t practiced, I just showed up
and fished. I have to fish the condi-
tions, and a lot of that depends on
the weather. 

Most people who know me know
what I prefer doing, but I don’t let
the past dictate what I do next. For
me it definitely will be covering wa-
ter and moving around. 

On what it’s going to take to
be the fifth Arizona Open
champion…

There will be 7- to 9-pound
largemouth weighed in. You can’t
really judge it off of last year be-
cause it was a 2-day event due to
weather. Typically for a Pro to win
it takes 18 to 20 pounds per day.

Todd Woods (2019)
On Lake Havasu’s bass fishery…
As far as the fishing goes, it’s the most versatile of the three Colorado River Lakes. 
On fishing there in late February…
It will be a pre-spawn deal for sure. The days are longer than winter, and it’s warmer.
On what he would tell a first timer competing in the Arizona Open…
Stick to the area called The Bowl which is from the mouth of the river to Thompson Bay. 
On his game plan for the event at this point…
My game plan depends on practice. My number one is to not catch any fish in practice, that means cutting off hooks and just counting bites. 
On what it’s going to take to win the 2023 Arizona Open…
For three days, five fish a day for around 61.5 pounds. I wish everybody luck, and I hope we get a good turnout and everyone has a good time. 
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Premium hook 
keeps fish pinned

Premium 
swivel 
reduces 
line twist

3.5” dropper wire keeps your
lure just above the bottom

Solid ring 
will never open

Superline EWG

Round Bend 
Superline EWG

Hybrid Worm

For bulky plastics & heavy cover

For thinner plastics & heavy cover

For most plastics & most situations

Available in 2/0 - 6/0

Available in 2/0 - 5/0

Available in 2/0 - 8/0

Available in 3 styles:

Learn more 
at gamakatsu.com

POWER DROP

Four past winners on what to expect at 
this year’s WON BASS Arizona Open

BY MIKE STEVENS 
WON Staff Writer 

LAKE HAVASU CITY – The four Arizona Open champions connected with Western Outdoor News to talk about the fishery at Lake Havasu, what to expect in late February,
advice for first timers and what it’s going to take to win the 2023 WON BASS Arizona Open. Several similarities rose to the top, and one particular champion came through
with some deep thinking worthy of appearing on motivational poster. 

Shaun Bailey (2020)
On weather affecting the bite at Havasu…
It is tough, and weather plays a big part in how the fishing is going to be. If we keep getting rain and cold weather, it will keep the fishing tough.

If it warms up, some fish will start moving up into pre-spawn and the fishing will be a lot better for everybody. 
On how things typically shape up in February…
It’s generally the time of year smallmouth bass come into play a little bit more. They generally spawn first and will move up and pre-spawn in

late February depending on the weather. In the past, we’ve had a really warm February and there’s already some bed fish.
On how a first-timer should attack Havasu during the Arizona Open…
Look for a pattern that can generate five bites per day. Don’t go out there trying to find a pattern for 20 fish days. Look for something simple. 
On who’s the favorite…
Oh man. I’m going to say Joe (Uribe Jr.) is going to catch 60 pounds and win this tournament. He’s the favorite for sure. If I had to place money

on someone, it would be Joe Uribe for sure this time of year. If it stays cold, Joe’s my pick. 
BONUS: Deep thoughts from Shaun Bailey…
Someone is always going to catch them, and a lot of guys are not going to catch them. I hope I am going to be one of the guys who catches them. 

Mike Williams  (2021)
On Lake Havasu…
I think it’s pretty good overall, and while it’s been better in the past, it’s not bad by any means. I think Havasu is great. It’s a real jewel in the

West for sure. 
On late-February fishing…
Everything is pre-spawn at that time. Occasionally we’ll have warmer years, and I’ve seen fish on beds that early, but that’s not a typical thing.
On advice for a first timer…
Guys are really going to have to finesse fish because of the amount of pressure on the lake that time of year, and the amount of boats on it. Finesse

fishing always seems to be a big factor especially under calm conditions. 
On his Arizona Open playbook…
It depends on weather. I’m hoping for it to be really calm and sunny, which is probably the opposite of what other guys want. For the way I fish

that lake that time of year, I like those calm conditions so I can present my baits properly. 
On what it’s going to take…
I think anything around 17 to 18 pounds a day really gives you a shot unless someone really dials it in, then it might take over 60 pounds (total). 



Lithium batteries skyrocketed in
popularity among tournament
bass anglers over the last few
years to the point many compet-
itive bassers are considering
them essential. With each pass-
ing year, it seems like more and
more anglers are being sold on
switching from traditional
lead/acid batteries to lithium for
more reasons than a casual
boater might initially pick up
on. Here are a half dozen key
benefits to lithium ion batteries
from the team at Lithium Pros.

MORE POWER
Power is the measure of the

volume at which energy can be
delivered. Lithium batteries – es-
pecially those in the Lithium
Pro lineup – hold a higher volt-
age while loaded and recharge
faster. That means a hotter igni-
tion, faster starts and more
watts for accessories. 

LIGHTER WEIGHT
Lithium Pros’ batteries fea-

ture three times the energy den-
sity of comparible lead/acid bat-
teries which means you can do
more with the same footprint
and do it with less weight. The
result is a lighter battery, in fact,
some models are so light, they
float. 

FASTER RECHARGE 
Lithium batteries accept

charge current up to five times
faster than led-acid batteries,
and in many cases, Lithium Pros
batteries recharge in as little as
an hour. 

LONGER BATTERY LIFE
Using the Lithium Pros

LiFeP04 batteries as an example,
they provide five times the cycle
life at 80% DoD (depth of dis-
charge) compared to standard
batteries, and they easily handle
upwards of 2,500 cycles. 

GREATER EFFICIENCY
Lead/acid batteries covert in-

put energy into stored energy at a
75% efficiency rate versus up to
96% for lithium options. This is a
real advantage in solar applica-
tions but it’s also important when
recharging from a generator. 

SAFE AND ECO FRIENDLY
Lithium Pros’ lithium-ion

batteries contain no toxic mate-
rials like lead and acid, and they
do not emit harmful gases like
standard batteries. They also use
lithium iron phosphate which is
very abuse tolerant and safe. 

As far as a serious bass angler
is concerned, the lightness factor
of lithium can increase perform-
ance on everything from fuel
economy, speed and handling.
The faster charge times with
lithium are a no brainer for tour-
nament anglers who might need
a quick boost of juice in a pinch,
and while the upfront cost is
greater, the increased lifespan
makes them a wise investment
in the long run. 

For more info on lithium 
batteries, visit  LithiumPros.com
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It’s not a fish but Power-Pole’s ultra-light and quiet Pro Series II Shallow Water Anchor sure blends in well with them.It’s not a fish but Power-Pole’s ultra-light and quiet Pro Series II Shallow Water Anchor sure blends in well with them.

Power-Pole.com

THIS SINGLE 36-volt Lithium Pros battery is enough to power Dean
Rojas’ entire trolling motor system. 

More serious bass anglers continue 
to turn to lithium batteries

• Gate Operators
• Large Drive Gates
• Keypads
• Remotes
• RFID Systems
• Certified Welding 
• Pool Gates
• Pedestrian Gates
• Fencing
• & Much More...

WON

Serving All of Arizona’s Gate & Welding Needs

1.
20
.2
3

602.695.3484

PROUD SPONSOR OF

$1500.
00

$500 Each Day 
Biggest Bass at the 
Arizona Open and 

Laughlin Open

Kevin Finley
Owner



BY MIKE STEVENS
WON Staff Writer

SAN MARCOS – Last October,
Josh Bertrand of San Tan Valley,
Arizona was the wire-to-wire
leader in the WON BASS U.S.
Open at Lake Mohave where 
he chalked up 20-plus-pound
limits in each of the first two
days of the tournament before
compiling 17.99 pounds on the

final day for a three-day total of
61.78 pounds.

While monitoring each day
of the event and eventually
publishing the recap, it oc-
curred to me that all the stuff
Bertrand was using is very acces-
sible, affordable and easily pro-
cured just about anywhere in
the country. That got my gears
turning, and I decided to com-
pile a Betrand Kit List contain-

ing each component of his win-
ning arsenal at the U.S. Open
and deploy it in some high-
pressure Southern California
lakes far off the tournament
trail and see how it plays out.

Drop-shotting for bass in a
western lake in and of itself is
pretty much the opposite of
“earth shattering,” but mimick-
ing a setup that won a 
huge tourney from top-to-
bottom, just because, is kind of
“out there.”

Come to think of it, I’m go-
ing to be stacking most of the
deck against me. I want to stick
to an “every man” style of fish-
ing without the benefit of go-
fast glitter boats, electronics and
lakes big enough to offer a rea-
sonable shot at untouched
spots. These will be quick-hitter
trips of four hours or less on
small waters within short range
of my home base in north San
Diego County. Dixon Lake, Lake
Poway, Wohlford, Hodges and
Miramar are all possibilities.
Three of those are gin clear, and
all have no shortage of angler
pressure. Rental boats and
shore-pounding will be the
common denominator on this
project that will hit just about
every season in 2023.

Also a Major League Fishing
tour pro, Bertrand leaned on
drop-shotting structure spots in
20- to 40-feet of open water
where chunky Lake Mohave
smallmouth were feeding on
schools of baitfish. Following
the U.S. Open, he told Western

Outdoor News most of his keep-
ers came on the Berkley Power-
Bait MaxScent Flat Worm in
green pumpkin, with a couple
of late kickers falling for the
same bait in black.

“I used the Flatworm because
I have so much confidence in
how it appeals to smallmouth,”
said Bertrand. “I threw it on my
new Abu Garcia drop-shot rod
and reel spooled with 6-pound-
test Trilene fluorocarbon, a 3/8-
ounce drop-shot rig with a Fu-

sion 19 Drop Shot Hook. That
was my whole program.”

Actually, that wasn’t the
whole program. When you real-
ly get down to the itty-bitties,
his signature series Abu Garcia
Pro Series “Josh Bertrand” Drop-
shot rod was paired with an Abu
Garcia Revo MGX spinner
loaded with 8-pound Berkley
X5 Braid as the mainline lead-
ing up to the two-foot section of
Berkley 100% Fluorocarbon. 
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NEW TATULA® SV 70
  The smallest low profile yet.   
For anglers seeking even    
greater palming comfort.

 HYPERDRIVE DESIGN
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TATULA SV SERIES REELS 

ANYTHING LESS  
AND YOU’LL FACE  
THE BACKLASH
SV TECHNOLOGY MAKES CASTING LIGHT WEIGHT  

BAITS EASIER, WITH FEWER BACKLASHES.

TATULA® SV
  Original SV frame
  Corrosion-resistant 
ball bearings

TATULA® SV TW
  Small frame  
size

SCAN HERE TO SEE 
TATULA SV VIDEO

JOSH BERTRAND IN FRONT OF KATHERINE LANDING with a 
couple of Lake Mohave football smallies that helped him lock up the
2022 WON BASS U.S. Open championship. DAN O’SULLIVAN PHOTO

How the West was WON: deploying the arsenal that claimed the 
2022 WON BASS U.S. Open title on smaller SoCal waters 

Josh Bertrand’s winning formula consisted entirely of ‘every man’ elements

HOW THE WEST WAS WON – Josh Bertrand used Berkley Flat
Worms to drop-shot his way to the 2022 WON BASS U.S. Open title. 

BERTRAND KIT/next

SCALING ALL THE WAY DOWN TO miniscule 8-pound Berkley 
X9 Braid to a couple of feet of 6-pound Berkley Trilene 
100% Fluorocarbon was a big part of Bertrand’s winning formula 
at Lake Mohave. 



“Whenever you can take a
bait, deadstick it around fish
and get bit, it’s a bait that is easy
to rely heavily on – for me that
is the Berkley Flat Worm.” said
Bertrand. “What the team at
Berkley Labs has done with
PowerBait MaxScent is incredi-
ble, and it has given us anglers
so much confidence knowing
our bait is sitting there and 
constantly leaving a scent trail
for fish to pick up on. I can’t 
tell you how many times I 
have caught fish while letting
my bait sit in place, and that 
is credit to the science behind
the MaxScent scent dispersion
technology.”

Of course, drop-shotting was
widespread across both the Pro
and AAA fields at the U.S. Open,
in fact, second-place Pro Spencer
Sheffield of Hot Springs,
Arkansas also relied heavily
upon Berkley Flat Worms in his
drop-shotting program that
helped him stack up 60.18
pounds for the strong finish.

“Being able to cover so much
water with one setup was really
clutch for me. Each day got
more difficult to get bites, so the
key was having a large number
of spots to run and not worrying
about having to cycle through
different baits,” said Bertrand.
“Having one setup that caught
fish when I pulled up to a spot
allowed me to efficiently run-
and-gun around Lake Mohave
and put myself around as many
fish as possible.”

The kit is nearly complete
with only the Berkley 100% Flu-
orocarbon (being specific there
to stick to the exact arsenal
Bertrand was working with
since Berkley has multiple types
of fluoro) and the reel needed to
get the party started. I will say,

there’s a good chance I will 
roll with an Abu Garcia Revo SX
SP reel as my only deviation
from Bertrand’s go-to rig at 
Lake Mohave.

That Abu Revo MGX is an
unbelievably light, smooth and
high-performance spinner with
tournament pro written all over
it, but the Revo SX SP has very
similar performance measur-
ables in a compact package at a

price point more in line with
my every man theme here. 

To that point, I’m strongly
considering bringing along a
second outfit based around a
Fenwick Eagle spinning rod to
hit an even more accessible
price point while I’m at it. I saw
them at the ICAST Show in July,
and was very impressed on the
advancements made on that
long-running line. 
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Available at Tackle Warehouse
and www.peregrine250.com 

818-970-9572

2  S I Z ES        1 2  C O LO R S 

©2022 Pure Fishing, Inc.

SLOBBERKNOCKER

Berkley-Fishing.com

A scientifi cally superior 

vibrating jig that fi sh simply 

hammer harder and hold onto 

longer. Combining an innovative 

through-head design proven at 

Berkley® Labs to deliver more 

consistent vibration – even in 

heavy cover – with a hand-tied 

PowerBait®-infused silicone 

skirt, it sends fi sh into a frenzy. 

Comes in 3⁄8 and 1⁄2 oz. sizes, 

and 12 colors to match any 

condition, with sticky Fusion19™ 

hooks to help put more fi sh 

in the boat.

GETS SMASHED 
IN THE MOUTH.

IT’S ALL CHEMISTRY AND FREQUENCY UNTIL SOMEONE

©2022 Pure Fishing, Inc.

hammer harder and hold onto 

longer. Combining an innovative 

through-head design proven at 

Y O U R  F I S H .  O U R  S C I E N C E . ™

B A M A  B R E A M

G R E E N  P U M P K I N

B L  S P E C I A L

G R E E N  P U M P K I N
S H A D

B R U I S E D

H E R R I N G

C O L E S L AW

H O T  C R AW

F I R E C R AW

W H I T E

G O L D E N  S H I N E R

W H I T E  C H A R T R E U S E

       

BERKLEY FUSION19 DROP-
SHOT HOOKS come in sizes from
2/0 to #6, are super sharp with
SlickSet Coating for quick pene-
tration and are equipped with an
eyelet designed to let the bait
rest horizontally in the water.  

ABOVE THE SURFACE – Bertrand used his own signature Abu Garcia Pro Series “Josh Bertrand” Drop-
shot rod paired with an Abu Garcia Revo MGX loaded with 8-pound Berkley X5 Braid and a 6-pound
Berkley 100% fluorocarbon leader. 

Bertrand
kit...
Continued from previous page
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MercuryMarine.com/ nd-a-dealer

Add a bold splash of color to your Mercury V8 or V6 outboard with 

an easy-to-install Color Accent Panel kit. Panels are available in ve 

colors or a primed-for-paint nish that you can personalize to match 

your boat or your sense of style. Because when it comes to your 

bass boat, it’s OK to take things personally.

TO PURCHASE VISIT YOUR LOCAL MERCURY AUTHORIZED DEALER.

MERCURY COLOR ACCENT PANELS 

The Perfect Complement 
To Total Performance
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